
The Green Stix project is dedicated to promoting sustainability and environmental     responsibility 
through the application of web3 technology. By regenerating trees,    promoting clean and responsible 
waste management practices, and supporting community-based charities, Green Stix aims to make a real 
and lasting impact on the world. The Green Stix token, $GRNSTX, provides a way for individuals to 

support the project and contribute to its mission. Through education, community outreach, and collab-
oration, Green Stix is poised to make a positive impact on the world and inspire individuals to take 
an active role in protecting the environment. The Green Stix project is a step towards a more sus-

tainable future, and everyone has the potential to be a part of it.

Conclusion

The Green Stix token, $GRNSTX, is a key component of the project and offers a way for supporters to 
take part in and contribute to the mission. With a total supply of 1,000,000,000,000 $GRNSTX, the 
token provides an opportunity for individuals to invest in the project and support its goals. The 
maximum amount of $GRNSTX that a wallet can hold is 10,000,000,000 (1%), and individuals are able to 
hold the token in multiple  wallets. $GRNSTX can be bought and sold on https://swap.crodex.ap-

p/#/swap, with a    recommended slippage of 0.1% when buying and 10-12% when selling. The Green Stix 
token is a tool for individuals to support a more sustainable future and make a positive impact on 

the world.the world.

The Green Stix Token ($GRNSTX)

Green Stix is committed to supporting the local community and giving back in meaningful ways. As part 
of its mission, the project plans to donate to community-based charities to support important causes 
and make a positive impact on those in need. The community will play a key role in deciding which or-
ganizations will benefit from these donations, allowing individuals to have a direct impact on the 
causes they care about. This approach to charity reinforces the project's commitment to community in-
volvement and collaboration, and emphasizes the importance of working together to create a better 

its charitable efforts are an important part of that mission.

 Community-Driven Charity 

The Green Stix project recognizes the crucial role that the community plays in promoting sustainabili-
ty. As part of its mission, the project is committed to raising awareness about the importance of 
keeping our areas free from rubbish and disposing of waste in a responsible and environmental-

ly-friendly way. The project is focused on promoting clean and healthy communities by encouraging in-
dividuals to take an active role in protecting the environment. Through education and community out-
reach, Green Stix hopes to inspire individuals to make small changes in their daily lives that will 
have a big impact on the environment. By working together, the Green Stix project believes that the 

community can make a significant contribution to a more sustainable future.

The Importance of Keeping our Areas Clean

The Green Stix project aims to bridge the gap between the virtual world of web3 technology and re-
al-life environmental issues. By harnessing the power of web3, the project seeks to address some of 
the biggest challenges facing our planet, such as carbon dioxide emissions and deforestation. The 
project is focused on regenerating trees as a key step towards reducing carbon dioxide in the atmo-
sphere and generating the oxygen required for life to flourish. By bringing web3 technology to the 
front lines of environmental protection, Green Stix aims to demonstrate the potential for technology 

to help solve real-world problems and make a positive impact on the world.

Bringing Web3 to real life

Green Stix is a REFI project on the Cronos chain dedicated to promoting sustainability and environ-
mental responsibility. The project seeks to bring web3 technology to real-life environmental issues 
such as regenerating trees, promoting clean communities, and supporting community-based charities. 
The Green Stix token ($GRNSTX) offers a way for individuals to invest in the project and support its 
goals. Through education, community outreach, and collaboration, Green Stix aims to make a positive 
impact on the world and inspire individuals to take an active role in protecting the environment.
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